
Digital transformation tool.
The fast-growing digital landscape is forcing enterprises to move on to new 
business strategies that use new ways to provide IT services, rapid access 
to IT resources and new opportunities for developers.

The cloud platform based on open source solutions developer Tionix 
Holding offers corporate customers a completely new scalable and flexible 
IaaS cloud platform named and based on OpenStack Train.AccentOS 

AccentOS offers corporate customers a powerful tool for digital 
transformation and instant implantation of a hybrid cloud at the expense of 
modularity, simplicity, unification and scalability, ensuring the full integration 
of all elements of the IT infrastructure in the cloud and the rapid migration 
of software platforms and information systems of client. 
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 High speed data storage services;

 Monitoring, access, backup services.

Cloud platform AccentOS designed in accordance with the principles of 
building corporate systems (open standards and technologies, unification, 
compatibility, scalability, integration, reliability, simplicity) develops software 
components of OpenStack (virtualization, security, management) and other 
companies to provide platform functionality and create their own software 
modules (IT infrastructure virtualization, desktop virtualization, virtualization 
of finished platforms and applications).

 Virtualization services workstations TRS (RSServer);

AccentOS provides Clients:

 IaaS services for private and hybrid cloud;
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Solutions Service

  IT infrastructure   Corporate cloud IaaS and Core Cloud 
Magement Services

IT Infrastructure 
Applications

  AD, TRS, Backup system, 
VPN, Mail monitoring, 
information security

  PaaS, DBaaS, BaaS, 
VPNaaS, information 
security

PC and 
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  Office users PC, thin clients, 
CAD/CAM, applications MS 
Office and OpenSource

  DaaSDaaS, office 
applications as a service, 
SaaS

Cloud platform AccentOS.
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resource optimization (computing resources, load balancing, software product licenses);

effective exploitation tools (self-diagnosis, detailed logging, quality documentation, multilingual 
interface);

high availability (self-healing during an accident, restoration of the control system, migration of 
VMs and data);

Accent  OS  provides administrators of the Client:

development and technical support of products (compliance with the requirements for industrial 
development and software support, operability and integration with other products and operating 
systems).

management tools (deployment, automation of functions, order self-service, monitoring, backup, 
access);

AccentOS
:

 included in the registry of Russian software and provides protection for the private cloud in 
accordance with the requirements of Russian Federation law

hardware (network, storage, server platform, CPU x86, ARM, Elbrus, Power);

architecture (distribution, availability, performance, security);

virtualization technologies (KVM, XEN, Hyper-V, Docker, LXC ...);

AccentOS provides the customer free choice:

operating systems (CentOS 8, Debian 10, Astra Linux, Basalt, guest Windows OS).
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